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CONTENT STRATEGY



● To accelerate progress against our organizational goals.
○ Demand generation
○ Demand conversion 
○ Loyalty and advocacy

● Align stakeholders around shared vision for content program
● Enhance performance and measurement of content and social media 

Purpose of This Document



The following content strategy is a way to organize all of our owned, earned, and paid media efforts into a 
coherent and consistent relationship with our customers. 

Through the execution of this content strategy, over time, we will purposefully pursue and achieve the 
exact positioning we want to occupy in our target market’s mind. 

By sharing this document with all content creators, partners, and stakeholders of any kind, we will align 
every communication effort into the exact same direction for maximum positive  impact. 

About this Content Strategy



● Target Persona 
● Competitive Landscape
● Unique Value Proposition 
● Point of View -  
● Content Pillars 
● Social Media Playbook
● Channel Guidelines 
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The Rep Methods Customer is a small, medium or large organization 
with outside sales reps they must hire, retain and grow in order to 
continue to stay alive in business.  Rep Methods customers are business 
owners, executives, HR Managers struggling to find, train and retain 
salespeople.  They can find bodies, but the bodies don’t get the job done.  
This customer has built their product and service based on skills, 
knowledge and experience in their field.  I see hispanic men who have 
worked in fabrication for years and started their own company.  I see 
Hector De Leon from Countervations who would ask me weekly to come 
work for him to help him sell his clients and to be the face of his 
company.  I see the Turkish owners of the fab shops i worked up north 
who constantly complain they cannot find good sales people.  These 
business owners have a brand, but they don’t have personality.  Many of 
my clients will be NON-AMERICAN, who feel they need more american 
salespersons to work with the average American consumer.  The truth is 
they don’t need AMERICAN, they just need to train the salespeople to 
better analyze the customer and techniques in closing the sale.   These 
businesses aka customers provide quality and they need someone to 
help teach the business development skills which so many only come by 
naturally. 
My clients work from close to home and they typically eat at home. They 
like to eat out with family on the weekends. 
My clients can be relatively religious, possibly muslim or catholic, 
typically raised in a strict religious belief system.  
  

Copy

Visuals

target persona



➔ Many of these buyers use social media only on the weekends, early night before bed, or early mornings.  Most 

subscribe to groups such as Stone Fabricators alliance, Isfa or All Slab fabbers and don’t spend much time on 
facebook or Instagram.  They might watch tick tock in their spare time but social media is not important to this 
customer.  Direct campaigns will have better results because these customers aren’t searching for an answer online, 
they are going through the day to day and doing the best they can to train on their own.  They haven’t considered 
there is an alternate resource.  

➔

➔
➔ Y
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competitive white space



Channels # of 
Followers

# of 
Posts / 
month

Facebook 24K 30-35

Instagram 3247 30-35

Twitter

Youtube 16.6K 1-5

LinkedIn Varies

National - competitive 
analysis
➔ Target Market
Owners of businesses

➔ Content / Visuals
Generic, pre-fab motivational garbage.
Lot’s of Video’s which is a bonus…however you 
don’t really know if it’s a video…..

➔ Post Types
Flyers & Video’s 

➔ Tone of Voice
Coaching

➔ Partnerships
Not really…just boisterous about the companies 
who sign up to use their program.  



Channels # of 
Followers

# of 
Posts / 
month

Facebook 17,000  45-90

Instagram 19,000  45-90

Twitter 7685 60

Youtube 142000 30-45

LinkedIn 7000 30

DRE Baldwin
competitive analysis

➔ Target Market
➔ Content / Visuals
➔ Post Types
➔ Tone of Voice
➔ Partnerships



Channels # of 
Followers

# of 
Posts / 
month

Facebook 198 1-3

Instagram 198 0

Twitter 0 0

Youtube 0 1

LinkedIn 0 1

TWO LOCAL SANDLER - 
competitive analysis
➔ Target Market
➔ Content / Visuals
➔ Post Types
➔ Tone of Voice
➔ Partnerships



Rep Methods offers to bring sales training services to customers on multiple levels.  
a. There are the online education tools, a quick fix, bandaid and can help a motivated young salesperson to learn some 

tools from the trade, for the trade.  
b. There are the online webinars which i can sell tickets to push for a more interactive education.  
c. And finally, the grand kuba is going to their business onsite and actually riding along and hand holding the training.  

Unique Value Proposition



● WE MAKE ORDER MAKERS, NOT ORDER TAKERS

Point of View



1: OUR WHY 

Business Goal: 
Sales Training for the younger 
generation and the average type A 
personality and transform them into 
business development extraordinaire as 
well transforming their conversations to 
closing sales.  

Communication Goal:
Attract more businesses to watch our 
content and potentially hire me to come 
in and train

Content Translation: 
Daily videos and insight into 
random sales techniques and 
strategies and insight into tidbits of 
the stone business for surfaces 
clients.  

content pillars

2: OUR WHAT 

Business Goal: 
I want to provide a service to these 
companies with little access to sales 
tools, programs or time for larger 
commitment items / groups such as 
sandler? 

Communication Goal:
IT’s EASY to work with Rep

Content Translation: 
EASY DOES IT

3: OUR HOW 

Business Goal:
Interact through You Tube, the website 
classes and online live opportunities to 
talk about sales difficulties.

Communication Goal:
Gain more interaction with my 
community and correspondence which 
will further provide and fuel more 
content!  

Content Translation: 
Videos Daily, Stone Stories 
weekly, Weekly talks and live 
course participation
Daily Motivations?  



Business Goal: Sales Training for the 
younger generation and the average 
type A personality and transform them 
into business development 
extraordinaire as well transforming their 
conversations to closing sales.  

Communication Goal:
Attract more businesses to watch our 
content and potentially hire me to come 
in and train

Content Translation: 
Daily videos and insight into 
random sales techniques and 
strategies and insight into tidbits of 
the stone business for surfaces 
clients.  

pillar 1 | our why

WHAT IT IS: WHAT IT IS NOT:

Daily Motivation, real NOT Generic

Attractive to both 
employer & employee

Boring and long, keep it 
simple

Easy to watch, listen Lengthy and time 
consuming

Fun, Funny, Realistic Fake & Generic



our why | visual IS



our why | visual IS NOT



Business Goal:

I want to provide a service to these 
companies with little access to sales 
tools, programs or time for larger 
commitment

Communication Goal:
IT’s EASY to work with Rep

Content Translation: 
EASY DOES IT

pillar 2 | our what

WHAT IT IS: WHAT IT IS NOT:

Easy complicated

Freedom numeric

Easy Does it bland

colorful

energetic

faithful



our what | visual IS



our what | visual IS NOT



Business Goal: 
Interact through You Tube, the website 
classes and online live opportunities to 
talk about sales difficulties.

Communication Goal:
Gain more interaction with my 
community and correspondence which 
will further provide and fuel more 
content!  

Content Translation: 
Videos Daily, Stone Stories 
weekly, Weekly talks and live 
course participation
Daily Motivations? 

pillar 3 | our how

WHAT IT IS: WHAT IT IS NOT:

Like Dre Baldwin

Daily Interaction

Daily Motivation

Stone Stories Blog

Scheduling interviews to 
record & publish

Recording content every 
day to post every day on 
all networks



our how | visual IS
#architecture #design #barcelona 
#stonework #facadedesign 
#naturalstone #usenaturalstone 
#salestraining
#marketing

#stonegirlsrock
#naturalstone #usenaturalstone 
#imaginerealstone
#designwithstone
#architecturedesign #whitemarble 
#italianmarble #italy #repmethods



our how | visual IS NOT



Personality: Fun, Quirky, REAL, transparent, Off Cuff

Tone of voice: Upbeat, Energetic, Alive

Inspiration for personality and TOV 
King Kong Media 
Katie Wright - SBS (her, not the website)
Grant Cardone

how we’re communicating



pillar percentage by channel

Pillar 1 Pillar 2 Pillar 3

Facebook

Email

Blog

You Tube

Twitter

LinkedIn



channel guidelines

Instagram Instagram 
Stories Instagram Reels Facebook Facebook Live Facebook 

Groups

Content 
Type 
Summary

Visual Up close & 
personal Snackable Visuals Clickable Authoritative Community 

Building

Description

Attainable 
aspiration.
The highest 
quality visual 
standards we 
can achieve, 

while not 
presenting such 

a “produced” 
look that it feels 
inauthentic or 
unattainable. 

Social, 
conversational, 

and 
community-drive

n. 

Up close and 
personal content 

that is social, 
shareable, and 

snackable. 
Real, raw, 

transparent 
behind the 
scenes, fun

Short form 
videos that tell a 

story or get a 
message out 
quickly and in 

memorable ways, 
often replicating 

trends.

Highly 
clickable, 

highly 
shareable. 
Content that 

highly clickable 
(traffic to 

website) or 
shareable 
(memes) 

Authoritative 
content that is 

driven by 
community 

interest. 
Content that 
takes people 
behind the 
scenes and 

flexes thought 
leadership in a 

live 
environment. 

A space for you 
to connect and 
provide  extra 
value for your 

warm audience, 
nurturing 

loyalty and 
higher 

customer 
lifetime values. 

Idea sharing 
and “private” / 

intimate 
conversation.

Visual 
Quality 
Requireme
nt

High Medium Medium Medium High Low

Cadence 7 days/ week 3 x / day 5-6 x /week 4 days /week 1 post/ week or 
month 

Daily 
participation

Success 
Looks Like

Follower growth 
while maintaining 

high 
engagement rate

Views & 
comments

Shares, high 
engagement, 

follower growth

Shared posts, 
engagements & 

traffic to site

Reach, 
engagement, 

shares & traffic 
to site

Follower 
growth, 

community 
engagement 

Foundational Intermediate



channel guidelines

Twitter LinkedIn Pinterest TikTok Snapchat Youtube

Content 
Type 
Summary

Newsworthy Authoritative Clickable / 
Aspirational Meme-Video Behind-the-scen

es Video

Descriptio
n

High volume. 
Quick-witted, 

smart, 
responsive, 
engaging.

Scholarly, 
educational, or 

B2B content like 
white papers and 
industry articles. 

Aspirational, 
clickable 

informative, 
accessible, 

shareable, helpful

STICKY! Meme 
video. Interactive 

entertaining, 
educational, 
creative and 

community driven. 
This is where your 

organic content 
has the best 

opportunity to go 
viral right now. 

“Mystery 
factor” content 

that shows 
behind the 

scenes of a fun 
office, product 
development, 

lifestyle events or 
host an 

influencer 
takeover.  

Longer form 
video content 
that can serve 

as brand 
marketing, 

product 
education and 
promotion, or 
value-driven 
content that 

casts a wide net 
and appeals to 

your target 
market.   

Visual 
Quality 
Requirem
ent

Medium Low Medium Medium Medium High

Cadence 2-5 posts/day 1 post/week 2 posts/week 7 days/ week 7 days/ week 1 x/week

Success 
Looks 
Like

Retweets, 
engaged 

influencers

Shares, likes & 
traffic to site Traffic to site Followers, 

engagement
Followers, 

engagement

Channel 
growth, views, 
engagement

Advanced



Algorithm-Proof Growth Roadmap Used by the
World's Most Beloved Brands

Strong Brand Social’s 3x3 Model for Enhanced Organic & Partnership Marketing are two algorithm-proof 
growth tactics to support sustainable growth online. Follow the directions on the following slides to try 

these for yourself.  



● Organic reach on Facebook and Instagram is at an all time low (less than 5% of your audience will see what you post).
● Overcome this and get the most out of the content we produce by distributing each post to a strategic audience through paid promotion.
● Follow the framework below for max results. Evaluate performance after 90 days. 

Pillar 1 Pillar 2 Pillar 3

Goal
Awareness. Drive brand 

awareness, gain attention with 
the right type of buyer in order to 

facilitate consideration.

Conversion. Facilitate 
consideration and drive decision 

and conversion

Nurture Loyalty. Convert 
“on-the-fence” prospects and 
foster loyalty and advocacy 

among purchasers.

Objecti
ve

Engagement
Video views

Traffic 
Conversion

Engagement
Traffic

Audien
ce Lookalike or interest based cold Warm (recent web visitors and 

social engaged)

Start with warm (customers, web 
visitors and social engaged)

Can test with cold
Included below are links to a few additional training resources to help you execute this performance tactic:

● “Enhanced Organic” framework, 

● New Boost framework  

● New Boost tutorial

PERFORMANCE TACTIC: “ENHANCED ORGANIC”



Audience: Work with partners whose audience tightly aligns with your current or target audience. The 
purpose of this partnership is to essentially introduce each other to one another’s followings. 

Engagement Rate: Work with brands that have a reach large enough to be valuable to you. More importantly, 
brands that have engaged audiences so they’re likely to opt in. 

Clout: A high value prize will boost opt-ins, so consider that in your mix of chosen partners. On the flip side, if a 
brand is reluctant to work with you because you are smaller than them, you can persuade them by putting in the leg 
work regarding planning and content creation. 

Enthusiasm: Excitement is mission critical. Collaborating with brands that are willing to participate, but reluctant 
to promote on certain marketing channels or stingy in the product they’ll donate will not be fun or fruitful.

Common Goals: The number one rule is chasing only one goal at a time (social audience growth OR email 
acquisition, for example). The amount of partners you work with will vary when crafting a social giveaway versus 
an email giveaway. When running an email giveaway, the more partners the merrier, as long as they’re willing to 
share with their email list or promote to a significant social audience.

STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS: ELEMENTS FOR SUCCESS



● Increased brand awareness = broadens reach to the target demographic
● Acquire new customers 
● Surprise and delight current customers (retention)
● Deploy content creators partnership in ongoing fashion; to start, activate influencer and brand partnerships every other month

Content Creators Micro Influencers Brands

What

Partner with folks that match your 
target audience, can create great 
content and fill gaps, but don’t have 
such a big following that they’ll 
charge high rates. 

Partner with relevant influencer 
accounts for extended reach to 
new customer segments and for 
User Generated Content. 

Partner with like-minded 
brands to expand brand 
awareness, increase 
engagement and reach a 
new customer segment.

How

Product exchange; there is also 
high likelihood for organic 
engagement between the individual 
and brand, boosting community 
feel.

Paid/Sponsored Posts, 
Unsponsored Posts (usually in 
exchange for product)

Product Collaborations, 
Event Collaborations, 
Sponsorship 
Collaborations, Social 
Media Collaborations

PERFORMANCE TACTIC: PARTNERSHIPS



Introduction 
event/campaign

New Followers 
or Email 

Subscribers

Retarget With 
Product Ad or 
Email Promo 

Conversion
Welcome to the 

Brand Email 
Sequence

Included below are links to a few additional training resources to help you execute this performance tactic: 

● Partnerships 101 lesson 

● Outreach Framework (you can create your own version for reaching out to potential partners)

PARTNERSHIP FUNNEL 



Measurement Model for Proven Performance

Different types of content serve different purposes. Use this measurement model to make sure you’re 
accurately reading performance for the best optimization results! 



Phase in the 
Consumer 
Journey:

1. Awareness 2. Consideration 3. Conversion 4. Loyalty 5. Advocacy

Organic and 
Paid Social

Key 
Performanc
e Indicators

Impressions
Engagement Rate

(Shown as a 
percentage)

Conversion Focused 
Actions on Website 

that can be Attributed 
to Social

Return Purchasers 
that can be Attributed 

to Social
Referrals

Reach
Traffic to Site

Return on Ad Spend 
(ROAS)

Life Time Value of 
Customers Attributed 

to Social

Reviews / 
Testimonials% Increase Traffic to 

Site from Social

Channel Growth

Click Through Rate 
(CTR)

Shares
Cost Per Lead

Downloads

Website
Key 

Performanc
e Indicators

Traffic to site

Page Views

Revenue from Blog 
Viewers

Shares
Average Time on 

Page

Pages Per Session

Bounce Rate:

Email
Key 

Performanc
e Indicators

Email Acquisition Open Rate

Conversion Rate Subscriber Growth
Cost Per Lead Click Through Rate

*This model shows all key metrics for your digital marketing funnel according to where a customer is on their journey; cells in green are where we should focus for social 
media marketing in the first 180 days

MEASUREMENT MODEL



Business 
Goal

Generate 
Demand

Convert 
Demand Retain Loyalty 

Storytellin
g

Lifestyle: Aspirational, 
Qualifying, Shareable 

Product: UVP, 
Features and 
Benefits, Clickable 

Enhanced value: BTS, 
Credibility, Mission & 
Values, Nurtures Long 
Lead Buyers 

SOCIAL 
KPI 

● Reach
● Shares
● Follows
● Video Views 

● Saves
● Website traffic

● Comments
● Shares

Benchmar
ks by 
industry 

● Total ER: 1 - 3%
● Benchmark 

ourselves and 
beat it

● MoM growth 

● CTR 1%
● Benchmark 

ourselves and 
beat it

● MoM growth 

● Total ER: 1 - 3%
● Benchmark 

ourselves and 
beat it

● MoM growth 

Measure Success


